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Our Main Focus 

❖ Cantonese is a tone language that has six lexical tones and distinguish(es) otherwise 

identical syllables. 

❖ Our goal is to use a novel method to isolate fundamental frequency from other cues. 

❖ To determine the specific relationship between F0 and lexical tone perception. 

❖ Thus, to discover whether tone perception of individual words is affected by tone of 

surrounding words. 



Introduction of Tone Language & Cantonese 

❖ Tone Language: a language in which variations in pitch distinguish different words. 

❖ Tone languages include: Chinese (Mandarin & Cantonese,...), Vietnamese, Thai, .... 

❖ Every word has its own specific tone. 

❖ Cantonese: a tone language that is mainly spoken in Southern China; it is the 

dominant language of Guangzhou, Hong Kong & Macau. 

❖ Many heritage speakers who were born in the U.S were influenced by their 

grandparents/parents who taught them to speak Cantonese at home, while they 

are learning English at school (Bilingualism).  



What is a Tone Language? 
What is Cantonese? (cont.) 

/si/ 
❖ Tone 1  high level  詩    poem 

❖ Tone 2 mid-rising 使    to cause 

❖ Tone 3 mid-high level 試    to try 

❖ Tone 4 low level 時    time 

❖ Tone 5 low-rising 市    city 

❖ Tone 6 mid-low level 事    matter 



Tone is not just F0 

❖ Fundamental frequency (F0) is not the only factor that influences tone perception. 

❖ Other factors include: voice quality, spectral tilt & amplitude contour. 

❖ One thing we do not know:  

➢ Would F0 by itself, isolated from these other cues, be sufficient for a listener to perceive 

tone? 

❖ What we want is a method that allows us to isolate F0, from the other cues of pitch. 



Could Sine Wave Speech Be the Method We Need? 

❖ What is Sine Wave Speech (SWS)?  

➢ It is a computer-generated tool, designed to approximate speech in a very abstract way that 

results in unnatural sounds. 

❖ SWS has been a useful tool for isolating perceptual primitives of speech. 

➢ It replaces vocal tract formants with sinusoids, and has been shown to support perception of 

phonemic content of speech — i.e. the consonants & vowels. 

❖ Unfortunately, standard SWS cannot be used to study tone languages (e.g., Cantonese) because it 

excludes pitch information.  

❖ It only shows information about consonants & vowels. It has no information about F0. 



Audio Demonstrations 
(Natural Speech vs. SWS of “Where Were You a Year Ago”) 

  
  

Sine Wave Synthesis (SWS): A speech synthesis 
technique using pure tones (yellow lines) to 
replace the formants. 
❖ SWS excludes all information about pitch. 
❖ SWS allows us to phonemically analyze 

languages such as English. 
❖ However, SWS is stripped of any harmonics 

so tone/prosody can’t be perceived. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UKHpitPEuwdcTTQm5Xhlq_9xMboEEyk8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UKHpitPEuwdcTTQm5Xhlq_9xMboEEyk8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ug_SYBw_LXKiESq_hTsLz47FnfZCWAg9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ug_SYBw_LXKiESq_hTsLz47FnfZCWAg9/view?usp=sharing


The Methodology to Modify SWS & Cantonese 

❖ The methodology will specifically focus on modifying F0 contour in Cantonese 

through SWS. 

❖ Praat & MATLAB 

❖ The method to create our stimuli is as follows: 

➢ Replace the lowest sinusoid that represents F1 with a complex tone constructed 

using a band-pass whose center frequency tracks F1. 

❖ Natural vs. Unmodified & Modified SWS spectrogram comparisons (with audio). 



What Do Our Stimuli Sound Like? 
Spectrogram of Cantonese syllable /jau/ (tone 1) SWS replica of /jau/. Tone information is absent. 

Our modified SWS stimuli: tone 1 (left) & tone 4 (right) 



How It Sounds in a Carrier Sentence 
Modified vs. Unmodified 

❖ Modified (left) and unmodified (right) spectrograms of a Cantonese sentence. 

❖ “Tsing[2] syun[2] zaak[6] fu[4] haap[6] “JAU”[1] zi[6] dik[1] sing[1] jam[1] 

Please select match “JAU” character’s sound. 



Experimental Design 

❖ Identification Task in SWS Experimental Design. 

❖ The experiment results in learning about the perceptual boundaries of where it would fall. 

❖ Specifically, we want to find out the perceptual boundaries that could potentially separate the four 

level tones. 

❖ Target word will focus on four level tones 1, 3, 6 & 4. 

❖ They will be presented in carrier sentences. 

❖ /ji/, /wai/, /si/, /siu/, /jau/ & /wu/ 

❖ We use a 15-step F0 continuum to find the perceptual boundaries. 

➢ Each level tone words is distinguishable from 85 Hz to 155 Hz 

➢ 85 Hz, 90 Hz, 95 Hz, 100 Hz, etc… 



Sentence Selections 

❖ To see the effects of the surrounding words on tone perception, we use four 

different combinations of carrier sentences. 

❖ The carrier sentences differ in whether there are high or low tones before and after 

the target word. 

❖ Tsing[2] ting[1] “___” dik[1] sing[1]-jam[1]    

請 聽 “___” 的 聲 音   “Please listen to “___”’s sound 

❖ Fu[4] haap[6] “___” zi[6]    

符 合 “___” 字     “Match “___” word 

❖ Tsing[2] syun[2] “___” zi[6]   

請 選 “___” 字     “Please select “___” word 

❖ Tsing[2] syun[2] zaak[6] fu[4] haap[6] “___” zi[6] dik[1] sing[1]-jam[1]  

 請 選 擇 符 合 “___” 字 的 聲 音  “Please select match “___” character’s sound 



Preliminary Sound Files 

❖ /jau/ syllable (being inserted into the blank space in the sentence) 

❖ 85 Hz, 100 Hz, 120 Hz & 150 Hz are presented 

❖ Selected from the 15-step continuum, these increments demonstrate real distinctiveness between 

one another. 

❖ Progress: all sentences were completely modified. Ready to present all stimuli to native speakers of 

Cantonese participants. 

❖ Results to be continued... 



Broader Impacts 

❖ China is Forcing its Biggest Cantonese Speaking Region to Speak Mandarin written by 

Felicia Sonmez & Agence France Presse 

❖ "Cantonese had been 'tremendously weakened' in Guangdong since the People's 

Republic was established in 1949... 'if it weren't for Hong Kong, Cantonese would soon 

cease to exist as a significant linguistic force.'" -- Victor Mair, Professor of Chinese 

language and literature at the University of Pennsylvania. 

❖ The Chinese government forced people to learn Mandarin for language empowerment 

(Nationalism). 

❖ Children respond in Mandarin when their parents communicate with them in 

Cantonese. 

http://www.businessinsider.com/china-is-forcing-its-biggest-cantonese-speaking-region-to-speak-mandarin-2014-8
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